
Memorial Cityzen Special Edition: Fall Fashion

Fall fashion is here, and we are ready: Earthy tones, layers of texture, and chic versatility take priority. These days, we’re feeling grateful for 
changing seasons, which both challenge us and offer compelling new opportunities for self-expression. School and work have replaced summer 
leisure, and the change of pace is invigorating, as long as we continue to make time to rest and recharge. Turn to Memorial City for gourmet 
dining, posh staycations, and all things self-care––and keep scrolling to see our staff picks for impeccable autumn style.  

Johnston & Murphy
Fall is all about comfort, and the Banks Collection from Johnston 

& Murphye is designed to help you find your happy place.

Zara 
Zara knows that layers matter the most in Houston, where the 

weather can change from one minute to the next. The Textured 
Double Breasted Blazer will keep you comfortable and stylish, no 

matter what the thermometer says.



Coach
Coach’s most-wanted bag is back and ready for the season. The 
always iconic Rogue is now available with new motifs, colorways, 
and Signature Textile Jacquard -- so you can make it your own!

Abercrombie & Fitch
Say “pumpkin spice” three times and fall will appear! 
Abercrombie & Fitch has what you need to prepare 

for that magical moment!

Michael Kors
Celebrate the season and Michael Kors‘ 40th Anniversary. 

It’s all about stepping out and making the streets your runway!

Athleta
 Allyson Felix is the most decorated track & field female athlete 

in Olympic history. She is teaming with Athleta for a new 
collection dedicated to all women, mothers, and athletes.

This winning look will keep you on track.



Victoria’s Secret
Yes, you can lounge and look stylish at the same time. Thanks, 
Victoria’s Secret! Their Live On Point collection makes every 

relaxation moment look good. Real good.

Pandora
 Leave your back-to-work style stress at home.  

Check out Pandora’s favorite statement pieces that pair perfectly 
with a simple, neutral look.

Vera Bradley
It may be a while before Houston feels chilly again, but with Vera 

Bradley we are already ready! Stock up on their famous fleece 
blankets and cozy favorites before the temperatures drop.

Banana Republic
Banana Republic has the elevated essentials and effortless 

designs to help you perfectly transition into the cooler season.


